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Abstract
In this report, we review a novel method for probing the membrane organization of T cells using dimeric major
histocompatibility complexes (MHC), MHC – Ig. MHC – Ig complexes are useful reagents for quantitative analysis of binding
data since their valency is controlled. These complexes can be easily labeled and loaded with a variety of peptides. A binding
assay using these dimers and quantitative analysis of the MHC – Ig dimer-T cell binding curves is described in detail. Using this
approach, we show that the organization of TCR on activated T cells is different from TCR organization on naı̈ve T cells. The
implications of these findings are discussed with regards to current models of T cell recognition. This analysis offers insight into
how T cell controls their biological range of responsiveness. Specifically, these findings reveal the biophysical basis of the
ability of activated T cells to recognize low amounts of antigen independent of costimulation.
D 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Despite recent advances in our understanding of
the signal transduction apparatus of T cells, little
attention has been focused on how membrane organization of T cells facilitates antigen recognition and
the biological responses of T cells. The organization
of cell surface molecules, T cell receptors, accessory
molecules, and adhesion molecules are crucial factors
in facilitating biological responses. The description of
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the immunological synapse/supramolecular activation
clusters (SMACS) (Monks et al., 1998; Grakoui et al.,
1999) has significantly contributed to our understanding of the molecular reorganization that accompanies
T cell interaction with antigen presenting cells (APC).
However, the biophysical variables governing this
process are not completely understood. Recently, it
has been proposed that cell surface segregation of the
TCR on a much smaller scale than the immunologic
synapse/SMAC could drive the formation of larger
clusters by an active transport process (Van der merwe
et al., 2000). To analyze this hypothesis, a method is
needed to quantitatively probe TCR organization both
on a large scale, as seen with the synapse/SMAC, as
well as on a small scale. This analysis will be key in
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accurately correlating TCR organization with physiological responses. Here, we present a novel method
for probing T cell membrane organization using
dimeric MHC ligands, MHC – Ig complexes. These
constructs represent an idealized dimeric antigen that
can be used to analyze TCR organization and model T
cell –APC interactions.

2. Antigen recognition: puzzles and models
Several barriers have to be overcome for T cells to
recognize cognate peptide/MHC ligands effectively
on the APC (for a recent review, see Van der Merwe et
al., 2000). First, given the large number of peptides
presented by the MHC (Falk et al., 1991), a foreign
antigen expressed at low density that is likely to be
randomly distributed on the cell surface must be
reliably recognized. Second, because of the relatively
small size of the TCR, 7 nm, compared to other cell
surface glycoproteins such as CD45 and CD43, 40 –
50 nm, the TCR is sterically hindered from contacting
its ligand on the APC (Cyster et al., 1991; Shaw and
Dustin, 1997). Third, a modest affinity interaction
between the MHC– TCR must be translated into a
prolonged signal necessary for activation. Finally,
saturating concentrations of antibodies specific for
the TCR complex are less effective than lower concentrations at triggering T cell responses (Monks et
al., 1997).
These barriers for effective recognition of antigen/
MHC complexes by the TCR are amplified in the
setting of activated T cells, which recognize very low
doses of antigen. In one study, a single peptide MHC
complex was sufficient to trigger a CD8 + CTL clone
(Sykulev et al., 1996). In contrast, naı̈ve T cells
require high doses of antigen for a response (Sandberg
et al., 1999; Kim et al., 1996). Considering the
differences between naı̈ve and activated cells, is there
a biophysical mechanism by which T cells are able to
modulate responses based on their physiologic state?
The ability of T cells, whether activated or naı̈ve, to
recognize antigen despite the barriers for engagement
has prompted many studies and models for the process of T cell engagement leading to signaling. A
complete model must fulfill three criteria. First, the
model must explain how the signal is achieved.
Second, the model should explain how the signal is

transmitted. Finally, it must predict how the signal is
perturbed upon changes in the trigger mechanism.
Below, we review four models of T cell triggering
that are currently under active investigation.
2.1. Kinetic proofreading models
Some models propose that the key parameter
governing T cell activation is the signal duration of
the specific peptide/MHC – TCR interaction, which
would allow for sufficient time to accumulate proteins
required for signal transduction. These models are
known as the kinetic proofreading (McKeithan, 1995)
or kinetic discrimination (Rabinowitz et al., 1996a)
models and were first proposed to suggest a mechanism by which peptide agonists or antagonists result
in different T cell activation profiles. Thus, low
affinity peptide/MHC complexes stimulate a subset
of early activation events such as CD3-zeta chain
phosphorylation and calcium release, whereas higher
affinity ligands, which take longer to dissociate from
the TCR, also stimulate later events such as IL-2
release and target cell lysis (Rabinowitz et al.,
1996b; Lyons et al., 1996). The characteristic feature
of these models is that signal duration enables the T
cell to discriminate between weak and strong antigenic complexes. However, there have been studies,
which question the correlation between signal duration and the state of T cell activation (Alam et al.,
1996; Kersh et al., 1998; Sykulev et al., 1998).
Indeed, it has been shown that a low-affinity TCR
ligand with a fast off-rate can stimulate late T cell
responses but is unable to stimulate early activation
events (Rosette et al., 2001). This has prompted a
revision of the kinetic proofreading model to include a
cumulative integrated signal, which ‘‘trickles
through’’ to the T cell and governs its response. This
cumulative signal might for example count the number of effective peptide/MHC engagements and thus,
determine the appropriate activation response based
on this count (Rosette et al., 2001). However, recently,
it has been demonstrated that longer signal durations
do not necessarily result in better activation (Kalergis
et al., 2001). T cell activation occurs within an optimal
duration time window and longer duration times can
be detrimental. In addition, these models do not
address how the T cell overcomes the initial contact
barriers, as summarized above.
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2.2. Serial triggering model
Another way to affect an activation event is by
increasing TCR occupancy. This could be accomplished with a few peptide/MHC complexes by serial
triggering of the TCR (Valitutti et al., 1995). Serial
triggering proposes that a single peptide/MHC complex can engage and trigger multiple TCR; thus,
achieving a high TCR occupancy and enabling the
sensitive detection of a small number of antigenic
complexes (Valitutti et al., 1995). This was arrived at
by comparing the number of internalized T cell
receptors after stimulation with various doses of
peptide/MHC complexes assuming that TCR internalization correlated with T cell activation. However, it
has been observed that engagement of the peptide/
MHC complex can lead to the internalization of nonengaged receptors (San Jose et al., 2000). This indicates that the number of internalized TCR may not
correlate with the number of engaged receptors. Thus,
it is unclear whether serial triggering also has a
component of ligand-independent TCR internalization.
Serial triggering of the TCR is, however, an
appealing model since it explains why a low to
moderate peptide/MHC complex – TCR affinity is
necessary for successful activation. Low to moderate
affinity ligands would result in maximizing TCR
occupancy, whereas higher affinity ligands would
compromise this efficiency by firmly interacting with
the TCR complex and dissociating at a slower rate. A
recent study however challenged the idea that low to
moderate affinity ligands optimally stimulated T cells
by showing that a TCR with a significantly higher
affinity (300-fold) works efficiently (Holler et al.,
2001). Another appealing feature of the serial triggering model is its ability to explain how altered peptide
ligands produce differentials in TCR signaling events
through differentials in occupancy rates. This model
does not however, address how the initial physical
barrier to recognition of peptide/MHC complex is
overcome.
2.3. Conformational models
It has been proposed that upon encounter with a
peptide/MHC complex, the TCR can change to a
conformation that induces a signal within the T cell
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facilitating activation. With the exception of functional data (Rojo and Janeway, 1988) there has been
no biophysical or biochemical evidence of TCR conformational changes. To date, TCR crystal structure
shows no evidence for gross conformational changes
of the TCR following binding to peptide/MHC –TCR
complex (Garcia et al., 1999; Ding et al., 1998).
2.4. Clustering and segregation models
Clustering models suggest that upon the initial
encounter of the APC with T cell, the TCR dimerizes
(Bachmann and Ohashi, 1999) or forms higher order
oligomers (Bachmann et al., 1998; Reich et al., 1997)
as a prerequisite for T cell activation. Indeed, antibodies that crosslink the CD3 complex or multivalent
peptide/MHC complexes can initiate T cell activation
(Boniface et al., 1998).
Oligomerization has been observed experimentally
in vitro (Alam et al., 1999; Reich et al., 1997).
Oligomerization, which was not studied in the setting
of the intact cellular plasma membrane, depended on
concentration and temperature and whether the ligand
was a peptide agonist or antagonist. However, recent
studies (Baker and Wiley, 2001) failed to reproduce
the SPR-based dimerization or light scattering based
oligomerization; casting doubts on the generality of
the findings. These authors conclude that oligomerization should be studied in the setting of membrane
anchored TCR complexes, as can be done using
MHC – Ig.
Since it is difficult to envision how low densities of
specific monomeric MHC on the surface of the APC
can initiate TCR aggregation on the T cell. This has
prompted a revision of this model to include a
dynamic component. On initial contact with the
APC larger molecules such as CD45, CD43, and
LFA-1 segregate to the periphery of the initial contact
zone giving way to a smaller cluster of TCR that form
opposite the antigenic complex on the APC. This
model has been termed the dynamic clustering model
(Germain, 1997) or the kinetic segregation model
(Van der merwe et al., 2000) and is appealing for
three reasons. First, dynamic segregation and clustering of the TCR could contribute to effective signaling
by increasing the local concentration of TCR in the
contact zone with the APC; thus, increasing the
sensitivity of the T cell to low numbers of specific
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antigenic complexes. This mechanism, for example, is
used by chemotactic bacteria such as Escherichia coli
to detect low concentrations of attractants (Bray et al.,
1998) and provides a sensitive control mechanism that
can amplify a weak binding event by a factor of 1020
or more (Delisi, 1981). One principle responsible for
this mechanism involves an enhanced reaction probability between the ligand and receptor cluster. The
larger the receptor cluster, the more likely for a
specific ligand to bind longer and hence, the more
sensitive the cell becomes to ligand engagement even
if it exists at low density. Secondly, clustering of
the TCR/CD3 complex concentrates cytoplasmic signaling domains present in CD3, which facilitates
efficient signaling. Finally, clustering of the TCR
would exclude membrane bound phosphatases such
as CD45 from the central cluster and increase peripheral adhesive interactions through the interaction of
LFA-1 on the T cell, with ICAM, on the APC,
stabilizing the contact zone.
It is important to note that clustering/segregation
models do not argue against kinetic proofreading or
serial triggering as features of TCR triggering but
incorporate them as mechanistic events. Antigenic
complexes will dissociate slower from a cluster of
TCR than from monovalent segregated receptors
hence prolonged signal duration is tied to cluster
formation. Serial engagement of TCR is also efficiently facilitated if TCR are preformed in a cluster.
To understand and directly quantitate TCR clustering and the impact of T cell activation on TCR
organization and clustering, we used dimeric MHC
ligands, MHC – Ig, to probe the T cell membrane. If
the clustering/segregation models are accurate then
one might expect that TCR clustering is physiologically regulated. Thus, activated T cell, which can
recognize low-density antigen in the absence of costimulation may more efficiently cluster TCR than
naı̈ve T cells, which require costimulation and high
amounts of antigen for efficient signaling.

3. Theory
Binding of MHC– Ig (Fig. 1), which can interact
with two TCR simultaneously, on the T cell surface,
reflects the avidity of the MHC– Ig ligand for T cells
rather than simple MHC – TCR affinity. MHC – Ig

complex can be used to distinguish between TCR that
are more clustered resulting in higher avidity interactions with the MHC – Ig and TCR that are randomly
distributed outside the scanning range of the dimer,
resulting in lower avidity binding. As discussed, TCR
dimerization has been implicated in T cell activation
(Bachmann and Ohashi, 1999); furthermore, the functional signaling unit of the CD3 complex has been
shown to consist of two TCR within the same CD3
complex (Exley et al., 1995; Fernandez-Miguel et al.,
1999). Therefore, avidity changes may correlate with
the physiological state of the T cell.
The avidity of MHC –Ig for T cells is a measure of
both the intrinsic affinity of the MHC –TCR interaction (Kd) along with an additional parameter that
reports on the efficiency of access to a second receptor
nearby (Kx) and the number of receptors available to
interact (Rt) (Fig. 2A). This second variable (Kx),
which reflects the ability of singly bound ligand to
bind a second receptor, is called a cross-linking coefficient or dimerization potential and is exclusive to
multivalent ligand-receptor interactions. The product
of the dimerization potential and the number of receptors is a dimensionless equilibrium cross-linking constant (KxRt). KxRt reflects when a monovalently bound
dimer (RL) binds through its second site to form a
divalently bound complex (R2L); it is therefore called
an enhancement factor (Hornick and Karush, 1972).
KxRt, the dimensionless cross-linking constant combines two competing factors on the cell surface, the
cross-linking potential of receptors and the number of
receptors available to fulfill this potential. T cells can
have a high cross-linking potential due to enhanced
membrane mobility or enhanced TCR preclustering.
The total number of receptors independently influences the cross-linking potential. To account for this
effect the cross-linking constant (Kx) is factored in
with the number of receptors (Rt) into the dimensionless equilibrium cross-linking constant (KxRt). Thus, if
one can measure this dimerization potential, one can
directly and quantitatively report on the state of
organization of the receptors on the cell surface.
An overall estimate of the affinity of the dimer for
the monovalent receptor cannot be derived (Sawyer
and Windsor, 1976). This is apparent from the characteristic concave-upward behavior of Scatchard
plots, which describe the binding of multivalent complexes to monovalent receptors (Fig. 2B). Typically
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a dimeric MHC, MHC – Ig. A dimeric MHC is constructed by genetically fusing the heavy chain of an antibody to the a3
domain of a class I MHC. Reprinted with permission (D. Grantham, BDIS).

this means that the effective binding affinity (avidity)
decreases as the ligand concentration increases. Thus,
no single parameter can describe the overall binding
affinity over the entire dimer concentration range.
Instead, an approximate affinity can be determined
at low and high concentrations (Delisi and Chabay,
1979). The binding avidity, Kv, is related to the
fundamental constants of the model described at both
low and high dimer concentrations as follows (Lauffenburger and Linderman, 1993):
L ! 0; Kv !

Kd
8Kx Rt

L ! l; Kv !

Kd
2

At low concentrations of the dimer, there is an
enhancement to the single-site affinity due to the
binding of both subunits. This is reflected in the ratio

Kd/KxRt. In cases where there is minimal cross-linking
potential, KxRt is close to one and there is little
difference between Kd and Kv. Where the cross linking
potential, Kx is high, there is an enhancement of
binding due to dimerization, resulting in a measured
avidity stronger than the intrinsic single site affinity.
However, at high dimer concentrations, dimeric
ligands such as MHC –Ig, bind to receptors such as
TCR, through just one arm, since an excess of MHC
complexes compete for available TCR. Thus, at high
concentrations of ligand there is little difference
between the single-site affinity constant and the avidity. The statistical factor of two accounts for the fact
that dimers can bind by either subunit to monovalent
receptors.
In the current paper, we review how the binding
avidity of TCR for ligands is physiologically regulated. Upon T cell activation, MHC – Ig have enhanced
avidity for TCR. These measurements show that
T cells regulate their avidity for multimeric antigen.
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lular region of the MHC and the variable heavy chain
of an immunoglobulin gene. These plasmids were
then expressed in a murine plasmocytoma cell line,
J558L. The result was a dimeric MHC – Ig complex
with the heavy immunoglobulin chain (Ig) as a
molecular scaffold for the MHC (Fig. 1).
4.2. N-termini labeling of MHC –Ig
Fusion constructs were fluorescently labeled at pH
7.4 with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) (Molecular
probes). At this pH, the label is specifically targeted
to the amino termini, thus minimizing excessive labeling of lysines present at the receptor-binding interface
of the MHC. The fluorescein to protein ratio was
typically in the range 1 –2 (Fig. 3A). Labeling in this
manner did not cause interference in the binding
of the MHC – Ig – FITC to TCR as evident from
BiacoreR binding sensograms of the conjugated and
unconjugated MHC – Ig to immobilized TCR (Fig.
3B).
Fig. 2. Equilibrium dimerization of monovalent receptors model.
(A) Reaction scheme. A dimeric ligand (L) initially binds to a
monovalent receptor to yield a singly bound dimer (RL). The
equilibrium coefficient describing this interaction is the intrinsic
affinity of the receptor for the ligand (Kd). The singly bound dimer
can bind another receptor nearby to form a doubly bound dimer
(R2L). The extent of this interaction is described by the equilibrium
crosslinking coefficient (Kx). (B) Scatchard plot representation of
reaction as shown in A as a function of the magnitude of the
equilibrium crosslinking coefficients (Kx). As the magnitude of this
coefficient increases the curvilinearty of the Scatchard plot increases.

The findings strongly support the clustering/segregation model for T cell activation.

4. Methods
4.1. Construction of MHC – Ig
Soluble MHC – Ig fusion proteins were generated
by fusing the extracellular domain of a class I MHC to
the amino termini of the immunoglobulin heavy chain
(IgG1) (Dal Porto et al., 1993; Schneck et al., 2000).
These fusion proteins were constructed using pXIg a
plasmid containing the cDNA encoding the extracel-

4.3. Peptide loading of MHC – Ig
Another attractive feature of MHC– Ig dimers is
the ease of peptide loading. Two different protocols
have been developed to efficiently load MHC – Ig
complexes with peptides (Schneck et al., 2000). Generally, these protocols are aimed at mildly denaturing
the complex followed by refolding in the presence of
excess peptide and in some cases with excess h2microglobulin, which has been found to stabilize the
folded conformation of the MHC (Hansen et al., 1988;
Rock et al., 1990; Vitiello et al., 1990).
The first peptide loading protocol is an alkaline
denaturation and renaturation protocol for efficient
loading of Kb-Ig complexes. The second is an acid
denaturation and renaturation protocol specific for
loading Ld-Ig constructs. In both cases following the
addition of a 50-fold molar excess of peptide the
solution was neutralized to pH 7.0, and the constructs
were allowed to refold for 24 – 48 h at 4 jC. The
amount of peptide loaded was determined using two
independent assays: an SPR assay and a fluorescent
peptide assay. With both assays we find that 80– 90%
or greater of MHC – Ig are loaded with specific
peptides (data not shown). To ensure that no aggregates formed during the peptide-loading step, the
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Fig. 3. Preparation and functional assessment of MHC – Ig – FITC complexes. (A) Absorbance profile of H-2Ld-Ig – FITC. To avoid excessive
labeling, conjugation was performed at pH 7.4 yielding a Fluorescein to protein ratio in the range 1 – 2. (B) Conjugation of H-2Ld-Ig with FITC
did not effect its binding to 2C TCR. Conjugated and unconjugated complexes bound similarly to a 2C TCR coated Biacore chip.

complexes were analyzed on a size exclusion column
and the amount of protein was quantitated.
4.4. Activated and naı̈ve T cell
The model system studied was the murine class I
restricted CD8 + 2C T cell response. 2C is an allor-

eactive, peptide specific, cytotoxic T cell lymphocyte
(CTL). This CTL was chosen for two reasons. First,
in comparison with other TCR that have been
reported, it has high affinities for cognate peptide/
MHC ligands (Sykulev et al., 1994; Corr et al., 1994).
Second, its peptide/MHC ligands have been well
characterized (Sykulev et al., 1994; Al-Ramadi et
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al., 1995). It recognizes the peptide, SIYRYYGL
(SIY), presented by the syngeneic murine class I H2Kb MHC, and the peptide, QLSPFPFDL (QL9),
presented by the allogeneic murine class I H – 2Ld
MHC (Sykulev et al., 1994; Udaka et al., 1996).
Naı̈ve T cells were isolated from 2C mouse splenocytes in a sterile environment. These CD8 + cells
were enriched to > 95% purity using a CD8 + T cell
subset enrichment column (R&D Systems MCD8C1000). A portion of the naı̈ve 2C T cell were activated
in vitro with irradiated allogeneic splenocytes (3000
rads) from Balb/C mice (Jackson Labs) in RPMI
media supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum
(Hyclone).
4.5. MHC –Ig –T cell direct binding assay
Binding of peptide loaded, fluorescently labeled
MHC – Ig dimers was measured by flow cytometry
using a FACScalibur or a FACSscan (Becton Dickinson). Using this approach, we were able to directly
discriminate the amount of MHC – Ig bound to T cells
versus that free in solution. Histograms of cell
fluorescence (cell number versus fluorescence) in
the presence of different concentrations of a specific
fluorescent MHC –Ig are compared to the histograms
of a non-specific fluorescent ligand. The mean channel fluorescence (MCF) of the liganded T cells
increases as the concentration of the bound MHC –
Ig ligand increases. To maintain an accurate measure
of the concentration of dimer in solution and to
minimize cell MCF distortions, all experiments were
performed with no washing steps. Specific binding
of the dimer was calculated by subtracting nonspecific binding from the total binding. These
values were then normalized to the maximum specific mean channel fluorescence obtained at saturation. Non-specific binding was determined using
Kb-Ig loaded with a Kb-specific peptide derived from
ovalbumin-SIINFEKL. Specific binding was determined using the peptide SIY, (SIYRYYGL). For
Ld-Ig non-specific binding was determined using
the L d -restricted peptide derived from MCMV
(YPHMNTL) and specific binding using the peptide
QL9, (QLSPFPFDL). Because the F/P ratio of the
dimer complexes was usually low, typical windows
for specific binding using this assay were between 20
and 60 MCF.

4.6. Data modeling
Binding data were fit to the equilibrium solution to
the dimerization reaction (Perelson, 1984):
"
RL ¼ Rt b

1 þ

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ #
ð1 þ 4dÞ
2d

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 
1 þ 2d  1 þ 4d
R2 L ¼ Rt
4d



b¼

2L
Kd þ 2L


and d ¼ bð1  bÞKx Rt

The total concentration of bound ligand is [Lb]=[RL]+
[R2L] and the fraction of ligand bound is [Lb]/Rt.
Three parameters are unknown in these equations, Kd,
Kx, and Rt. To determine those parameters, fits of the
binding data were performed using the non-linear
fitting algorithm of MicrocalR Origin 4.1. The resulting three parameters, Kd, Kx, Rt were used to approximate the avidity constant at low concentration,
Kv f Kd/KxRt and to calculate the concentration of
singly bound ligand [RL] and concentration of crosslinks [R2L]. The effect of Kd, Kx, Rt on a simulated
dimer binding experiment can be observed by downloading the excel simulation file at www.patholgy2/
jhu.edu/Schnecklab/.

5. Results
5.1. Membrane organization of activated versus naı̈ve
T cells
As previously reported (Fahmy et al., 2001),
MHC – Ig dimers bind with enhanced avidity on
activated T cells when compared to naı̈ve T cells
(Fig. 4A,C). The enhanced avidity is best seen at
low ligand concentrations (Fig. 4A,C) and is likely
due to increased cross-linking of TCR by the MHCdimer complexes. This increased cross-linking leads
to an increased avidity for dimeric MHC– Ig complex
reflected in the marked curvilinearity in the Scatchard
plot representation (Fig. 4B,D).
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Fig. 4. SIYKb-Ig and QL9Ld-Ig bind naı̈ve and activated T cells with different concentration dependence. MHC dimers were purified and used in
flow cytometry as described in Methods. Labeled MHC – Ig dimers were incubated with T cell for 2 h at 4j. Mean channel fluorescence (MCF)
value was a measure of the amount of bound ligand. Non-specific binding has been subtracted as described (Fahmy et al., 2001). Only specific
binding is shown. Lines through the data points are a non-linear least squares fit using a dimeric ligand-monovalent receptor model (Perelson,
1984). (A, B) Binding isotherms. (C, D) Scatchard representations of the binding isotherms. Reprinted with permission.

When the binding data was deconvoluted, we found
that the relationship between the number of crosslinks
and the concentration of dimeric ligands was described
by a bell-shaped curve (Fig. 5). Interestingly, this bellshaped curve is observed experimentally for the physiological response of B cells and T cell as a function of
antigen dose (Sulzer and Perelson, 1997). The bell
shape of the curve arises because the fraction of
receptors crosslinked by the dimeric ligand is initially
low. As the concentration of dimeric ligand increases
the crosslink fraction increases, reaching a maximum.
As the concentration continues to increase, crosslinks
decrease due to competition between the dimeric
ligands for available sites.
5.2. Role of rafts and cytoskeleton in controlling
enhanced MHC – Ig binding
One of the major consequences of cellular activation is the compartmentation of TCR and signaling
molecules in operationally defined membrane lipid
rafts (Janes et al., 2000; Montixi et al., 1998; Simons
and Ikonen, 1997; van der Merwe et al., 2000; Viola

et al., 1999; Xavier et al., 1998). These lipid rafts are
commonly isolated as glycosphingolipid and cholesterol-rich fractions of membrane extracts (Brown and
London, 2000). Rafts are dispersed when membrane
cholesterol or sphingomylein levels are reduced
(Kabouridis et al., 2000). A physiologically regulated
change in lipid rafts may contribute to enhanced
MHC – Ig binding seen in activated T cells.
Actin also plays an important role in the activation
of T cells by APC (Rozdzial et al., 1995; Valitutti et
al., 1995). Upon activation, T cells undergo polarization towards the APC where actin filaments have
been shown to accumulate at the contact site (Monks
et al., 1998; Grakoui et al., 1999). The cytoskeleton is
therefore, also likely to be involved in controlling
MHC – Ig binding.
To investigate the mechanism leading to increased
avidity of TCR on activated T cells, membrane organization was disrupted in four ways. First, we used H57Fab fragments to physically distance adjoining TCR.
H57 recognizes an epitope on the Ch of the TCR
distinct from the TCR –MHC binding interface (Wang
et al., 1998). H57-Fabs can therefore, be regarded as a
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Fig. 5. Concentration of dimer bound by both arms (R2L), is higher
on activated than on naı̈ve T cells. The concentration of crosslinks
was obtained by deconvolution of the binding data into two
components: RL and R2L. Deconvolution was performed by
substituting the fitted parameters into the single and double bound
species equations (see Methods). Points on those curves refer to the
experimental range over which the binding experiment was
performed. R2L is shown as a function of QL9Ld-Ig (A) and
SIY b
K -Ig (B) concentration.

‘‘molecular fenders’’ that can disrupt TCR organization (Fahmy et al., 2001). Second, we chemically
depleted membrane cholesterol using Methyl-h-cylcodextrin. Third, membrane rafts were disrupted by
depleting membrane sphingomylein using sphingomyleinase. Finally, Latrunculin B, which inhibits F-actin
polymerization, was used to investigate the role of the
cytoskeleton in the enhanced MHC – Ig binding.
Each method of disruption caused the enhanced
avidity of the activated T cell for MHC– Ig dimer to
be dramatically lowered (Fig. 6A –D). The curvilinearity seen in Scatchard plots, characteristic of SIYKb-Ig
binding to activated cells, was significantly reduced.
MHC – Ig dimer binding to H57-Fab-, MhCD-,
Sphingomyleinase- and Latrunculin B-treated activated T cell appeared to be similar to dimer binding
to naı̈ve T cells. Thus, enhanced MHC – Ig binding to
activated T cells could be disrupted by use of ‘‘molecular fenders’’ or by disrupting raft organization or the
cytoskeleton.
Reduction in the cross-linking potential following
actin disruption suggests that the mechanism responsible for TCR reorganization has been destabilized.

Fig. 6. Avidity of SIYKb – Ig to activated T cells is reduced by treatment with (A) H57-Fabs that sterically segregate receptors; (B) MhCD (9
mM), which extracts membrane cholesterol; (C) Sphingomyleinase (7 units/ml), which depletes membrane sphingomylein; and (D) Latrunculin
B (15 Ag/ml), which disrupts actin polymerization. Sphingomyleinase, MbCD and Latrunculin B treatments were performed at 37 jC for 15 – 30
min. H57-Fabs were incubated with T cells at 4 jC for 30 min.
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Disruption of raft structures by compromising actin
polymerization is consistent with studies showing that
the engagement of T cells with APC induces actin
recruitment and stabilizes raft domains (Lowin-Kropf
et al., 1998). Indeed, it has been suggested that actin
polarization in stimulated T cells functions to transport
raft domains to the site of TCR engagement (Rodgers
and Zavzavadjia, 2001). If this transport mechanism is
disrupted then the formation of TCR associated raft
domains is halted which results in a decrease of the
avidity of dimeric peptide/MHC.
5.3. Kinetics of binding of MHC – Ig to activated and
naı̈ve T cells
The kinetics of MHC – Ig association and dissociation is an indication of TCR organization on the
membranes of activated and naı̈ve T cells. Reorganization of TCR leading to clustering is expected to
yield slower dissociation rates. The magnitude of this
decrease is dependent on the cluster size. In contrast,
cluster size should have minimal impact on the
association rates of MHC – Ig complexes (Delisi,
1980). Therefore, analysis of the kinetics of binding
should help us understand the role of TCR cluster
formation in activated versus naı̈ve T cells.
The dissociation rate of SIYKb-Ig from activated T
cells is longer than the dissociation rate from naı̈ve
cells (Fig. 7A). Data were fit to a monophasic dissociation model: y = yo + A1exp(  (t  xo)/t1). The
apparent off-rate of the dimer from the surface of
activated cells is approximately 4-fold slower than it
is from naı̈ve cells.
The slower dissociation rate is likely to be related to
enhanced cross-linking due to surface clustering. The
intrinsic dissociation rates of dimeric ligands (koff) are
more rapid than cross-linking formation (kx) (Pecht and
Lancet, 1977; Berg and Purcell, 1977), i.e., a dimeric
ligand will be bind and dissociate many times before
successfully cross-linking two receptors. Thus, the
observed differences in dissociation rates between
naı̈ve and activated T cells reflect the differences in
the dissociation of crosslinks since the intrinsic dissociation rates are taking place on a faster time scale;
beyond the resolution limits of this assay.
The apparent off-rate of MHC – Ig is slowed down
proportionally by the size of the cluster and may be
quantitated using: Koff = 2.5D/d2 (Delisi, 1980) where

Fig. 7. (A) Kinetics of dissociation of 200 nM SIYKb-Ig are slower on
activated T cells versus naı̈ve T cells. MHC – Ig dissociation kinetics
were measured by competition with a 50-fold excess unlabeled
antibody specific for 2C TCR (1B2 antibody). (B) Association
kinetics of SIYKb-Ig are unchanged. Association was measured by
incubation of specific SIYKb-Ig and non-specific SIINKb-Ig dimeric
MHC at 4 jC with T cells. At the times shown, the MCF of an aliquot
was read. The amount of specific binding at the indicated times was
determined by subtraction of the non-specific SIINKb-Ig MCF from
the total SIYKb-Ig MCF.

D is the effective diffusion constant of receptors within
the T cell membrane and d is the size of the cluster.
Diffusion coefficients on cell membranes are typically
in the range 10  10 cm2/s (Dragsten et al., 1979). For
the apparent off-rates predicted by (Fig. 7A), we derive
a 2-fold increase in the size of the cluster on activated
versus naive cells, which is consistent with a 2-fold increase in the equilibrium number of crosslinks (Fig. 5).
Cluster size also indirectly influences the off-rate
through its dependence on the translational diffusion
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coefficient of the receptors (D). Receptor clusters will
diffuse less and decreased mobility will contribute to a
slower apparent dimer off-rate.
In contrast to the dissociation rates, the observed
association rates remain unchanged as measured by this
assay (Fig. 7B). Here data were fit to the monophasic association model: y = yo + A2(1  exp(  (konC +
koff)t), where kon is the association rate and koff is the
dissociation rate determined from Fig. 7A, and C is
the concentration of dimeric ligand. The association
rates remain unchanged due to the fact that the
forward rate of association of dimer with a cluster
is only weakly dependent on the cluster size, in fact,
inversely logarithmic (Delisi, 1980). This is quantitatively expressed as follows: Kon f D/Ln(x/d), where x
is the distance between the receptors. Thus, for
moderate differences in cluster size as observed for
naı̈ve and activated T cells, the model predicts that
the forward rate constants for the association of
MHC – Ig dimer with the cluster will not change
significantly.

6. Conclusion
We have used dimeric MHC – Ig complexes to
quantitatively probe the surface of T cells in different
physiological states. Activated and naı̈ve T cells bind
MHC – Ig with different concentration dependence.
Binding data fit a model where the dimeric MHC is
able to crosslink more receptors on the surface of
activated T cells than on naı̈ve T cells. A dimensionless
cross-linking equilibrium constant, KxRt, was used to
quantitate the enhanced cross-linking. Together with
the intrinsic affinity, KxRt was used to estimate the
overall avidity of MHC –Ig to T cells. This avidity
measure reveals an enhancement of the intrinsic affinity on activated as compared to naı̈ve T cells as a result
of receptor cross-linking.
Kinetic analysis of MHC –Ig dimer binding also
reveals additional interesting findings. While association kinetics of the dimer to both activated and naive
T cells does not differ significantly, dissociation
kinetics are 4-fold slower on activated T cells consistent with a mechanism of enhanced clustering on
the surface of activated versus naı̈ve T cells. Enhanced
cross-linking is a consequence of TCR reorganization
on activated T cells.

The results also show that activation induced T cell
membrane reorganization is facilitated by the formation or aggregation of lipid rafts. Agents that disrupt
their proximity, either sterically by the addition of
H57 Fabs, or chemically by the extraction of integral
components of lipid rafts such as membrane cholesterol or sphingomylein, compromise the integrity of
TCR organization on activated T cells. In addition,
disruption of the actin cytoskeleton effected TCR
reorganization suggesting an active redistribution of
TCR and lipids mediated by the cytoskeleton.
In the introduction to this review, we discussed
barriers that T cells need to overcome to effectively
engage cognate peptide/MHC complexes. Sparse ligand concentrations, low affinities and steric hindrance all work against efficient recognition of
peptide/MHC ligands by TCR. Our data show that
TCR crosslink more efficiently on activated T cells.
This data provides an explanation for the way in which
barriers to TCR engagement may be overcome. First,
enhanced peptide/MHC –TCR avidities translate into
prolonged T cell signaling necessary for T cell activation. Second, TCR rearrangement and clustering may
eliminate steric constraints posed by longer membrane
molecules that may impede peptide/MHC – TCR interactions. Third, TCR clustering amplifies the response
of a single TCR interaction; thus, a low density of
antigen is sufficient to affect a T cell response. Finally,
this data predicts that very high levels of antigen
presentation may lead to a decrease in T cell signaling
by decreasing TCR cross-linking.
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